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Abstract 
 

Malicious parties which impersonate systems by fake identities affect recognition performance of 

biometric systems. This study focuses on a strength anti-spoofing scheme based on decision level fusion 

to monitor individuals in term of real and fake. The proposed fake detection scheme involves 

consideration of both handcrafted and deep learned techniques on face images to differentiate real and 

fake individuals. In this context, convolutional neural network (CNN) and Log-Gabor filter methods are 

used to learn deep representations and extract facial features of images respectively. In order to improve 

the robustness of proposed anti-spoofing framework, fusion of Log-Gabor and CNN methods is 

considered by applying decision-level-fusion technique. Finally, the performance of proposed anti-

spoofing scheme is examined on public spoof databases such as Print-Attack and Replay-Attack face 

databases to detect fake facial images. 

 
Keywords: Spoof attacks, Handcrafted texture extraction, Convolutional neural network, Decision level 

fusion  
 

El Yapımı Tabanlı ve Derin Öğrenme Yöntemlerini Kullanan Yüz Yanıltma 

Önleme Şeması 
 

Özet 
 

Sahte kimliklerle sistemleri taklit eden kötü niyetli kişiler, biyometrik sistemlerin tanınma performansını 

etkilemektedir. Bu çalışma, bireyleri gerçek ve sahte terimlerle izlemek için karar düzeyinde füzyona 

dayalı güçlü bir sahtekarlık önleme şemasına odaklanmaktadır. Önerilen sahte tespit şeması, gerçek ve 

sahte bireyleri ayırt etmek için yüz görüntülerinde hem el yapımı hem de derin öğrenme tekniklerinin 

dikkate alınmasını içerir. Bu bağlamda, evrişimsel sinir ağı (CNN) ve Log-Gabor filtre yöntemleri 

sırasıyla görüntülerin derin temsillerini öğrenmek ve görüntülerin yüz özelliklerini çıkarmak için 

kullanılmaktadır. Önerilen sahteciliği önleme çerçevesinin sağlamlığını geliştirmek için, Log-Gabor ve 

CNN yöntemlerinin füzyonu, karar seviyesinde füzyon tekniği uygulanarak değerlendirilmiştir. Son 

olarak, önerilen sahteciliği önleme planının performansı, sahte yüz görüntülerini tespit etmek için Print-

Attack ve Replay-Attack gibi halka açık veri tabanlarında incelenmiştir. 
 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Sahte saldırılar, El yapımı doku çıkarma, Evrişimsel sinir ağı, Karar düzeyinde 

füzyon 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In biometric recognition systems a spoofing attack 

is done by a person or agent to gain an illegitimate 

access to identify as another by falsifying data. In 

this area, some important types of attacks can be 

considered as replay video attack, digital photo 

attack, printed photo attack, and mask attack [1]. 

Typically, direct and indirect attacks are 

investigated on biometric systems [2]. The goal of 

direct attacks is to consider biometric sensors for 

impersonating a fake template as a genuine. In 

fact, the attackers to apply the direct attack don’t 

require any knowledge about details of biometric 

system such as feature extractors and matching 

techniques. In order to counter direct attacks, the 

primary techniques such as liveness, texture and 

motion detection methods are generally applied. 

On the other hand, the concentration of indirect 

attacks is based on awareness of certain 

information about the system such as template 

format and communication protocol by attackers. 

Additionally, the attackers require to access 

internal parts of the system physically or logically 

and therefore countermeasures for indirect attacks 

involve physical or logical security aspects. The 

concentration of this study is on direct or spoofing 

attacks specially print and video attack in the area 

of face biometric. The main goal of print attack is 

to spoof biometric systems by printing modality 

images of subjects, whereas video attack focuses 

on spoofing using video sequences of live subjects 

on a screen to biometric systems in term of fixed 

or hand-held to prevent liveness detection. In 

general, spoof detection is quite challenging in the 

biometric area and accordingly the investigation of 

its effect on different modalities such as face, iris, 

fingerprint, multimodal biometric systems, etc. is 

encouraged [2-13]. Typically, texture, motion and 

liveness analyses are common techniques in 

biometric systems to counter spoofing attacks      

[2,14-16]. Texture analysis technique concentrates 

on texture patterns such as print failures and 

overall image blur to detect the attacks. While 

motion detection emphasizes on motion features of 

patterns such as optical flow to alleviate the 

problem of certain texture patterns dependency. 

On the other hand, liveness detecting techniques 

overcome the problem of spoofing by 

consideration of vitality signs of biometric 

characteristics and analyzing spontaneous 

movements such as eye blinking and lip 

movements. Therefore, consideration of a global 

approach for all types of attacks is not possible due 

to the nature of attacks, biometric traits and spoof 

detection techniques. 

 

In this paper, the aim is to propose a novel solution 

based on decision level fusion against video and 

print attacks. The facial images are used to learn 

deep representation and extract texture information 

of individuals using convolutional neural network 

(CNN) [17,18] and Log-Gabor filter [19] methods 

respectively. The strength of handcrafted and deep 

learnt features is then combined through decision 

level fusion (DLF) with OR rule. As a strong and 

popular handcrafted method Log-Gabor feature 

extracts the phase information of face to encode 

the unique pattern of facial images into bit-wise 

biometric template. In addition, considering deep 

learning method as a powerful anti-spoofing 

technique improves the detection rate. The 

contribution of the proposed scheme can be 

considered as: proposing a robust face spoof 

detection scheme concentrating on print and video 

attacks. The use of both handcrafted and deep 

learnt decisions enhances detection performance of 

the anti-spoofing framework with consideration of 

both methods advantages. The experiments are 

performed on two publicly available face spoofing 

databases namely Idiap Print-Attack [20] and 

Replay- Attack [21] to represent the robustness of 

proposed anti- spoofing method in term of 

detection performance, computational complexity 

and reduction in detection alteration. 

 

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

involves previous studies of spoofing attacks and 

protection techniques in field of biometrics. The 

concentration of sections 3 and 4 is on handcrafted 

and deep learnt techniques applied in this study for 

spoof detection. In section 5, the overall 

architecture of proposed scheme is described. The 

demonstration of experimental results and 

databases is presented in section 6. Finally, Section 

7 provides conclusion of this study.   
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2. RELATED WORKS 

 
The anti-spoofing methods for face biometric has 

been studied recently using different handcrafted 

and deep learnt techniques [4,7,14-16,22-29]. In 

[27] multi-level local binary (MLBP) and CNN 

schemes has been proposed to obtain hybrid 

features from two different exploited feature 

vectors. To classify face images as real or fake 

support vector machine (SVM) has been utilized 

on the hybrid features. The authors of [7] a double 

anti-spoofing pipeline method employed to select 

optimized textures of face image and image quality 

assessment techniques for print and video attacks. 

Finally, the paper applied different texture and 

image quality algorithms to compare the ability of 

their proposed framework. Effectiveness of 

employing multiple methods with the aim of print 

attack detection for face biometric has been 

studied in [14]. They compared different 

techniques based on motion analysis, texture 

analysis and liveness detection to detect 2D facial 

print-based spoof attacks.  

 

Furthermore, a CNN based face spoofing detection 

method has been proposed in [30] where local 

binary patterns (LBP) has been integrated to 

extract deep texture features. NUAA spoofing 

database has been used to evaluate performance of 

their proposed method that is called LBPnet and n-

LBPnet. In [31] a nonlinear diffusion-based 

method has been employed on an additive operator 

splitting scheme to detect face images edges. 

Additionally, specialized CNN has been used to 

extract discriminative and high-level features of 

the input diffused image to differentiate between a 

fake face and a real face. In [32] a new hybrid 

scheme has been presented to control the 

authenticity of the users in order to login a system. 

The scheme uses handcrafted and CNN methods to 

verify real or spoof entities. First, the scheme uses 

the hash of a fingerprint to compare with the 

fingerprint database. After a successful match of 

the fingerprint, it is tested on a CNN-based model. 

The proposed method first matches entities with 

the corresponding databases by integrating 

fingerprint, palm vein print and face recognition, 

then the scheme uses anti-spoofing CNN based 

models to detect spoofing using fingerprint, palm 

vein print and face. Also, the similar processes are 

done for the palm and face respectively to collect 

efficient and robust evidence. On the other hand, 

face anti-spoofing based on CNN architecture has 

been presented in [33] by putting a long short-term 

memory (LSTM) layer over the fully connected 

layers for feature extraction. The architecture 

employs LSTM along with extracting local and 

dense features through convolution operations.  On 

the other hand, two different deep learning 

methods for attack detection in several biometric 

recognition systems such as iris, face, and 

fingerprint has been introduced in [4]. The authors 

reported high detection performance of deep 

learning technique in their work, however the 

method was not able to improve always the 

detection rate specifically for face biometric. The 

concentration of [27] is on a new method based on 

feature level fusion strategy to fuse handcrafted 

and deep learnt facial features spoof detection 

improvement. In order to differentiate real and 

fake identities, the authors applied SVM classifier. 

 In [34], score-level-based face anti-spoofing 

method is proposed using CNN and overlapped 

histograms of local binary patterns (OVLBP) to 

extract facial features of images. The produced 

matching scores provided by CNN and OVLBP 

then combined to form a fused score vector. 

Finally, the last decision on real and attack images 

is done by combining decisions of hybrid scheme 

using majority vote of CNN, OVLBP and their 

fused vector.  

 

3. HANDCRAFTED FACIAL 

TEXTURE EXTRACTION USING 

LOG-GABOR FILTER  
 
This step aims to extract handcrafted facial 

features to be used in classification processes using 

1D Log-Gabor filter [35]. In general, 1D Log-

Gabor filter provides helpful frequency 

information. By using Log-Gabor filter natural 

images are better fit compared with Gabor and 

other wavelet filters. Log-Gabor function has the 

frequency response as (1). 
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G(f) exp (
-(log (f f0))

2

2(log (  f0))
2) (1) 

 

Where    and   represent parameters of the filter. 

In fact,    presents the center frequency and   

affects the bandwidth of filter. Generally, it is 

better to consider the same shape while the 

frequency parameter is varied.  Therefore, the ratio 

   ⁄  should be considered constant. 

 

Log-Gabor filter method is exploited in some 

works to extract features. In [36] multi-resolution 

2D Log-Gabor filter has been used to extract 

features along with spectral regression kernel 

discriminant analysis (SRKDA) in order to reduce 

features dimensionality. In [37, 38] also 2D Log-

Gabor filter has been used in different scales and 

orientations. A new score-level and feature-level 

fusion scheme has been proposed in [19]. They 

employed One-dimensional Log-Gabor to extract 

facial and iris features. In this study, in the 

handcrafted facial texture extraction part 1D Log-

Gabor filter has been employed to extract optimal 

and meaningful features. 

 

4. DEEP LEARNING EXTRACTION 

USING CNN 
 

In this study in order to improve the detection rate 

of print and video attacks the proposed scheme 

employs CNN learning-based approach to extract 

more representative feature set of information. The 

most significant layer of CNN structure is 

convolutional layers and fully connected layers. In 

the convolutional layers, convolution operations 

are used to extract and manipulate image features.  

 

A training process is needed based on the 

characteristics of images to achieve filter 

coefficients. To imagine general structure of CNN 

consideration of a cross-channel normalization 

layer, a rectified linear unit (ReLU) and a pooling 

layer is needed for each convolutional layer. 

ReLU, tanh and sigmoid are activation functions 

which mostly used in the CNN in order to detect 

non-linear features. Additionally, mostly used max 

and average pooling operations are employed to 

reduce feature maps dimension. At the end, for 

further classification the constructed feature map is 

sent to fully-connected layers. 

 

The structure of proposed CNN anti-spoofing 

framework to learn facial features in this study is 

based on VGG-16 architecture that was presented 

by the Oxford Visual Geometry Groups’ model in 

ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition 

Challenge (ILSVRC) [39]. 

 

Generally, VGG-16 is more extensive and richer 

with compare to other earlier versions of CNN 

structure, it includes five batches of convolution 

operations. The architecture of VGG-16 is 

illustrated in Figure 1. Generally, each batch 

includes 2–3 adjacent convolution layers 

connected via max-pooling layers. The kernel sizes 

of 3 ×3 with same number of kernels inside each 

batch starting 64 in the first group to 512 in the last 

one is used for all convolutional layers in this 

model. 

 

 
Figure 1. The structure of VGG-16 

 

The proposed anti-spoofing method contains only 

two type of classes for detection as real and fake, 

therefore the total number of output neurons is 

considered as two in the last layer. In order to 

alleviate the effect of overfitting for training step 

of CNN, the proposed method applies several 

learning rate policies in different layers. 

Additionally, training part of the study includes 

data augmentation technique by cropping different 

regions of input and their fillips. 
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5. PROPOSED ANTI-SPOOFING 

SCHEME 
 

The study proposed a robust anti-spoofing scheme 

to detect print and video attacks in face databases 

by exerting texture-based 1D Log-Gabor filter and 

CNN-based deep learning methods. Figure 2 

depicts the general structure of the proposed 

method. 

 

 
Figure 2. The proposed anti-spoofing diagram 

 

In order to improve the ability of the proposed 

method for detecting print and video attacks the 

facial features are extracted using Log-Gabor filter 

and CNN methods separately. In the handcrafting 

part of the method nearest neighbor classifier 

(NNC) is used on set of calculated scores to 

provide classification and decision.  Finally, 

decision-level fusion (DLF) with OR rule is used 

to provide final common decision based on two 

separate obtained decisions (handcrafted and 

CNN). Generally, OR rule logic represents genuine 

if the result of one decision be genuine, otherwise 

it is fake. 

 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 

DATABASES  
 

The experimental result part of this study aims to 

evaluate the performance of proposed anti-

spoofing scheme based on Repla-Attack and Idiap 

Print-Attack databases. Under different lighting 

conditions, Repla-Attack databases includes 1300 

video clips of photograph and video attack access 

of 50 individuals where Print-Attack database 

contains 200 short videos of printed photograph 

and real-access of 50 individuals. 

 

Prior to performing the experiments, the proposed 

scheme attempts to extract the face images from 

video sequences and subsequently detected face 

images aligned according to center position of left 

and right irises. In order to perform the 

experiments, randomly 30 individuals for training 

and 20 individuals for testing is selected for 

accessing real and attack images. The total number 

of 750 real access images, 750 print attack images 

and 1000 video attack images extracted from 

videos is used in this work to perform the 

experiments. Training dataset includes 450 real, 

450 print attack and 600 video attack images and 

test dataset contains 300 real images, 300 print 

attack images and 400 video attack images. The 

images are divided into train and test datasets three 

times and the averaged result of these three sets is 

considered to report the final performance. 

 

The preprocessing step of proposed method 

contains image resizing of size 256 ×256. This 

work considers ten different cropped size of       

227×227 and their flip for data augmentation. 

Therefore, the total number of train augmented 

database contains 9000 real, 9000 print attack and 

12000 video attack images. Regularization, 

momentum parameters and learning rate for this 

study are considered as 0.1, 0.9 and 0.001 with 

batch size of 32 respectively to avoid overfitting in 

this work. The evaluation protocol of proposed 

method considers Half Total Error Rate (HTER) 
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that is half of sum of False Genuine Rate (FGR) 

and False Fake Rate (FFR) of spoof detection 

errors. 

 

The concentration of experiments for this study is 

on handcrafted texture extraction method, CNN 

learnt based extraction method and also fusion of 

them against print and video attacks. The 

classification part of handcrafted extraction 

method contains nearest-neighbor classifier (NN). 

Generally, NN is considered as a method of data 

classification to approximate how likely a data 

point is to be a member of one group. Table 1 

shows the experimental results performed using 

Log-Gabor filter handcrafted extraction method 

and CNN learnt based extraction method 

separately for print and video attacks. 

 

Table 1. Experimental results related to Log-

Gabor and CNN extractors for print and 

video attacks in HTER (%) 

Method 

Print-Attack 

HTER 

(%) 

Video-Attack 

HTER 

(%) 

Log-Gabor 37.45 37.30 

CNN 18.26 22.18 

 

Investigation of results demonstrates the 

superiority of CNN method over Log-Gabor 

handcrafted extractor against both print and video 

attacks. In fact, handcrafted feature extractor has 

obtained similar performance for both kinds of 

attacks while applying CNN learnt based extractor 

performed better for print attack. Analyzing the 

results demonstrates 19.19% and 15.12% 

improvement on accuracy for CNN method against 

print and video attacks compared to Log-Gabor 

technique. On the other hand, in order to improve 

the detection performance of anti-spoofing scheme 

Table 2 attempts to apply the effect of different 

fusion techniques on datasets. 

 

As depicted in Table 2, fusion of handcrafted and 

learnt based methods for feature, score and 

decision levels outperforms detection rate of 

spoofing for print and video attacks. The review of 

results shows higher detection rate for print attacks 

in all fusion steps compared to video attacks. The 

best accuracy is obtained using proposed method 

to fuse the decision of CNN along with Log-Gabor 

method using OR rule. 

 

Indeed, the proposed method achieved 27.85% and 

26.30% improvement over applying only Log-

Gabor filter technique on face spoofing for print 

and video attacks respectively. 
 

Table 2. Experimental results related to 

handcrafted and learnt based fusion for 

print and video attacks in HTER (%) 

Method 

Print-

Attack 

HTER 

(%) 

Video-

Attack 

HTER 

(%) 

CNN+Log-Gabor 

using Feature Level 

Fusion 

15.00 15.25 

CNN+Log-Gabor 

using Score Level 

Fusion 

10.14 11.00 

CNN+Log-Gabor 

using Decision Level 

Fusion (Proposed 

Method) 

9.60 11.00 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
 

This study involves consideration of an effective 

anti-spoofing framework based on log-Gabor and 

CNN feature extractors. The proposed pipeline 

implemented both handcrafted and learn based 

techniques on face images and then in order to 

recognize real and attack attempts the fusion 

strategy has been applied. In fact, decision level 

fusion combines the decisions of both methods 

using OR rule to improve the detection rate of face 

spoofing. The focus of this study for introducing 

the anti-spoofing framework is on print and video 

attacks. The performance of proposed anti-

spoofing pipeline has been investigated on two 

public spoof databases namely Print-Attack and 

Replay-Attack The comparison of proposed 

method with other fusion techniques demonstrated 

the effectiveness of decision level fusion for face 

anti-spoofing. 
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